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George Orwell’s 1984 was a commentary on the totalitarian Eastern Bloc and a warning to the world that 
the regimes of official governments and the prominence of surveillance mechanisms was a profound 
threat to freedom. When he wrote this story in 1948 there were numerous examples of propaganda, mil-
itary control, and dissenters being vanished from history… Broadcast Television was barely in its infancy 
and a smartphone in the hand of almost every person was unimaginable.  

Orwell asks us to look at our society through a critical lens, read, fact-check and seek out the truth that 
is beyond our news feeds, and social media accounts. He begs us to take action that prevents totalitari-
an rule, seek justice and prioritize individuality and freedom. Preeminently is the investment in interper-
sonal relationships despite our differences. Prophetically, he saw that the television would take over our 
lives and he insisted we “look up and out” from our screens to see the truth. 

In Samohi’s production of 1984, which was adapted to the stage by Robert Owens, Wilton E. Hall Jr. and 
William A Miles Jr., we have strived to bring to life a dystopian landscape where comrades are encour-
aged to turn each other in, where critical thought is banned, where the lower class are not considered 
human and loyalty to Big Brother comes first. Our use of video projection, lighting and sound design may 
cause the audience to feel confused or shaken by the experience, at times.  We hope that you will find 
the exposure impactful and thought provoking. Most importantly, we urge you to heed George Orwell’s 
warning. 

As always, thank you for attending and supporting Samohi Theatre. The cast has fully committed to a long 
rehearsal process exploring heavy themes and the crew created multi-media presentation that perfectly 
combine with the set and costume designs. Everyone involved worked tirelessly to create the tangible and 
terrifying world the characters inhabit. We are so grateful you have joined us for a night of live theatre!   

Warmly,

Kate Barraza 
Director, Samohi Theatre
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CAST
OPENING VOICE/GUARD .......................................................................................................... Maxine Grossman 

WINSTON ...................................................................................................................................Dylan Neumeyer 

JULIA.......................................................................................................................................Rebekah Raphling

LOUDSPEAKER NEWS ..................................................................................................................... Avery Resnick

SYME .............................................................................................................................................. Tatum Meyer

PARSONS .......................................................................................................................................Georgia Press

MESSENGER ONE/FLASHBACK JULIA .....................................................................................................Ava Lowe

LOUDSPEAKER CALISTHENICS .......................................................................................................... Julia Orsolini

COFFEE VENDOR/WAITRESS ..............................................................................................................Lara Hunter

O’BRIEN .............................................................................................................................................. Tali Chase

BIG BROTHER/GUARD ............................................................................................................Cameron Davidson

GUARD .........................................................................................................................................Matias Hererra

GOLDSTEIN .....................................................................................................................................Ajax Haendel

LOUDSPEAKER INTERROGATOR ...........................................................................................................Kaine Zeoli

CHILD/GLADYS................................................................................................................................. Juliett Rojas

CHARRINGTON ......................................................................................................................... Yishak Yetemgeta

LANDLADY ....................................................................................................................................... Ella Crandall

MARTIN .....................................................................................................................................Benjamin Bekele

MOTHER ........................................................................................................................................... Katell Brady

ENSEMBLE 
Brooke Aron, Titus Auger, Charlotte Boisvert, Ajax Haendel, Jolie Jurenka, Lucy Letscher, Kendal Mensah, 

Hayley Mullane, Hannah Smith, Maddie Webb
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Kate Barraza 

Joan Krenik 

Gabrielle Cohen and Erin Neumeyer

Shannon Kennedy 

Gabrielle Cohen 

Hayden Kirschbaum

Mark Engfer, Joan Krenik

David Davidson, Mark Engfer, Mike Krenik, Chris Yee 

Erin Neumeyer, Keith Neumeyer, Jill Webb

Leihua Hartley and FUD Staff

Production Staff

STAGE MANAGER

BACKSTAGE RIGHT MANAGER

BACKSTAGE LEFT MANAGER

LIGHTING MANAGER

LIGHTING ASSISTANTS

SOUND MANAGER

MAKEUP

COSTUME BOSS

COSTUMES

PROPS MASTER

PROPS

PROJECTIONS

BACKSTAGE CREW BOSS

BACKSTAGE CREW

MILITARY FORMATION 
CHOREOGRAPHER

SET BUILD HELP

Sierra Yee

Sam Kaplan

Elleanor Quist

Riley Callahan

Declan Ney, Rachel Orsolini

Zachary Swederlow

Hadley Mathews, Sophia Silva

Ellanora LoGreco

Kai Bennett, Mirracle Gans, Wynter Sirof

Ava Smith

Charlotte Barrett, Conner Perry

Justin Xu

Gabriel Aguiar

Leah Boumel, Isabella de Castillo, Deegan 
Mathews

Mattan Bennisty

Maggie Cervantes, Cameron Davidson, Hayley 
Mullane, Dylan Neumeyer,  Juliett Rojas, Ava Smith
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BEHIND THE SCENES

HOUSE MANAGER

PROMOTION, MARKETING,  
SOCIAL MEDIA & PHOTOGRAPHY 

BOX OFFICE

GRAPHICS &  
PROGRAM DESIGN

MAKE-UP ARTIST 

PROPS & SET DECORATION

CAST & CREW MEALS

CONCESSIONS AND SHOW GRAMS 

COSTUME SUPPORT

DOOR & SNACKS

TREASURER

FINANCIAL SECRETARY

TECH MEALS VOLUNTEERS

Joan Krenik 

 
Erin Neumeyer 

Sue Matthews
 
Amanda Ross 

Gabrielle Cohen

Joan Krenik 

Marni Ayers 

Julie Aron and Carmen Hernandez

Emily Arms 

Jill Webb

Ric Levis-Fitzgerald 

Courtney Spikes

Marni Ayers , Julie Aron, Kathrin Auger, Shadia Crandall,  
Jill Jurenka, Megan Klein, Justine Lowe, Steven Madick, 
Batsheva Chase Madick, Kelly McReynolds, Kristina 
Mitova, Ben Press, Jane Raphling, Elyn Resnick, Lorri 
Smith, Maura Smith, Courtney Spikes, Jill Webb, 
Rebecca Whitman, Jenna Macari

Behind the scenes, a lot of work takes place to bring a production like this to our school and 
community. We are incredibly thankful to our many parent volunteers who worked on sets, served cast 

meals, donated and sold concessions, and more to support this show!

THANK YOU PARENTS!!!





Brooke Aron (Ensemble) Brooke is a junior. This is her 
4th Samohi Theatre production. At Lincoln, Brooke 
was in Mamma Mia and Lion King. Lion King was her 
favorite theatre experience because everyone invested 
so much time and effort and the show turned out 
amazing. Brooke also sings in the Chamber Choir. 
Outside of theatre she enjoys playing softball.

Titus Auger (Ensemble) - Titus is a sophomore and this 
is his 2nd Samohi Theatre production. He participated 
in DTASC and his team came in 1st place. Outside of 
theatre he likes to play sports, read and hang out with 
friends.

Benjamin Bekele (Martin) This is Ben’s 5th Samohi 
Theatre production. He was also in Clue and Legally 
Blonde. Ben, a senior, has a passion for acting and 
hopes to pursue it in the future. Clue was by far his 
favorite theatre experience. He also enjoyed riding a 
camel in Ethiopia.               

Charlotte Boisvert (Ensemble) Charlotte is a junior, 
this is her first production with Samohi Theatre. 
Charlotte is a dancer and spends more than 9 hours a 
week dancing outside of school.

Katell Brady (Mother) Katell is a senior and this is 
her 7th Samohi Theatre production. She performs with 
the Chamber Singers and has been in All-State Honors 
Choir three times. Other Samohi activities include 
being President of the Operation of Hope Club, and Co-
President of the ComedySportz Club. Katell also enjoys 
playing beach volleyball.

Tali Chase (O’Brien) Tali, a senior, has been in 7 
Samohi Theatre productions. During middle school, she 
performed in 13 shows with Liza Monjauze Productions. 
When not acting, Tali enjoys driving, hanging with 
friends, painting, making music, and doing glam and fx 
makeup. She loved playing Mrs. White in Clue because 
it was her first time on the HC stage in a lead role. Tali 
is Co-President of the Theatre Council. 

Ella Crandall (Landlady) Ella is a senior. This is her 
3rd production with the Samohi Theatre. Ella sings 
with Chamber Choir and is president of the a cappella 
group Beautyshop. She is currently also working on a 
production of Carrie the Musical as Sue Snell.       

Cameron Davidson (Big Brother, Guard) Cameron is a 
junior, and this is his 4th Samohi Theatre production. 
At Lincoln, he performed in Mamma Mia and played 
Pumbaa in Lion King. Playing Pumbaa was special as 
he had loved that role as a child. Outside of theatre, 
Cameron enjoys baseball and photography.  

Maxine Grossman (Opening Voice, Guard) – Maxine is 
a junior and this is her 3rd production with Samohi 
Theatre. She was part of JAMS Theatre and her favorite 
role was as Dawn Lockwood in Singing In The Rain. Her 
team received second place at DTASC. She also sings 
and plays piano.

Ajax Haendel (Ensemble, Goldstein) - Ajax is a junior 
and this is his 3rd production with Samohi Theatre. 
Other activities he enjoys include basketball and 
soccer. He also plays the tuba in the Samohi band.

Matias Hererra (Guard) - Matias is a senior. This is 
his first production with Samohi Theatre. He is part of 
Mock Trial. He plays many instruments including piano, 
bass, guitar and trumpet.

Lara Hunter (Coffee Vendor, Waitress) Lara is a senior 
and this is her 3rd time on the Samohi stage. She 
performed with the Denver School of the Arts in 9 to 
5, Seussical Jr, Shrek the Musical, and The Producers. 
She sings with the Chamber Choir and Beautyshop. 
Lara loves acting, writing music, playing guitar and 
eating chicken tenders.

Jolie Jurenka (Ensemble) - Jolie is a sophomore and 
this is her 2nd Samohi Theatre production. Last year, 
her team placed 3rd in large group comedy at DTASC. 
She is on the golf team and outside of school she likes 
to listen to true crime podcasts.

Lucy Letscher (Ensemble) Lucy is a junior, and this is 
her 4th Samohi Theatre production. Last fall, she was 
the piano accompanist for Clue. Lucy sings in Chamber 
Choir, Beautyshop and Valkyries and also plays violin 
with the Samohi Sinfonia Orchestra.

Ava Lowe (Alternate Julia, Messenger) Ava, a senior, 
has been in five Samohi Theatre productions, including 
Clue, The Addams Family and She Kills Monsters. 
She has performed with the Morgan-Wixson Theatre, 
Theatre31, the JAMS/SMASH Theatre Company, and is 
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Co-Captain of the Samohi Pep Squad “Pom Team.” She 
is also a model and has been dancing since she was 
3 years old.

Kendal Mensah (Ensemble) - Kendal is a sophomore 
and this is her 1st Samohi Theatre production. Outside 
of theatre she likes to listen to music, go on runs and 
hang out with friends.

Tatum Meyer (Syme) Tatum is a senior and this is her 
4th Samohi Theatre production. Her favorite theatre 
experience to date would be bursting onto stage as the 
Chief of Police in Clue (last fall) and hearing people 
laugh. Tatum also enjoys drawing, writing, and reading. 

Hayley Mullane (Ensemble) This is Hayley’s 4th Samohi 
Theatre production. She is a senior. She worked on 
Props for Clue last fall, and was in many shows with 
the JAMS/SMASH Theatre Company. She also loves 
making things - whether it’s through writing, painting, 
costumes, or just little useless gadgets. Hayley is also 
Vice President of the Samohi Latin Club.                    

Dylan Neumeyer (Winston) Dylan is a senior and the 
Senior Rep on the ACTS Council and in the PLTW Club. 
This is his 4th Samohi Theatre production. He played 
Colonel Mustard in Clue last fall and Carlos in Legally 
Blonde. Prior to Samohi, he performed in plays with the 
Morgan-Wixson Theatre and CAST and in film and TV. 
He also loves mountain biking and playing music (bass, 
drums, piano and guitar). 

Julia Orsolini (Loudspeaker) Julia is a junior and this is 
her 3rd Samohi Theatre production. One of her favorite 
things about this experience is getting to hang out with 
cast members. In her free-time she mentors middle 
school theatre students.

Georgia Press (Parsons) Georgia is a senior and this 
is her 6th Samohi Theatre production.  She was also 
in The Addams Family, She Kills Monsters and Les 
Misérables. Outside of Samohi, she performs in other 
productions and works at Brandy Melville. She is also 
Co-president of both the Samohi Debate Club and 
Theater Council. Her favorite snack is pickles.

Rebekah Raphling (Julia) Rebekah is a senior and 
this is her 6th Samohi Theatre production. She was 
recently seen in Clue and Legally Blonde in her dream 
role as Sasha Romanoffski. Rebekah enjoys sleeping 
and eating.

Avery Resnick (Loudspeaker) – Avery is a senior and 
this is her 4th production with the Samohi Theatre. She 
was part of the team that won 2nd place at DTASC last 
year. Outside of theatre, Avery enjoys painting, editing, 
sewing and reading.

Juliett Rojas (Child, Gladys) – Juliett is a sophomore 
and this is her 3rd Samohi Theatre production. Juliett 
has also performed at the Morgan-Wixon Theatre. 
She has worked professionally in the entertainment 
industry. At DTASC, she won 1st place for the JV 
audition monologue in 2021, and 3rd place for the 
varsity large group comedy Shakespeare last year. She 
is the sophomore representative for ACTS Council.

Hannah Smith (Ensemble) Hannah is a junior and 
this is her 2nd Samohi Theatre production. She is the 
junior representative for ACTS Council. She used to 
be a competitive dancer and she enjoys surfing and 
snowboarding. Her favorite thing about theatre is the 
people.

Maddie Webb (Ensemble) - Maddie is a senior and 
this is her first production with the Samohi Theatre. 
She enjoys drawing and spending time with friends. 
Her favorite parts of theatre are the connections she 
makes and being part of the storytelling.

Yishak Yetemgeta (Charrington) - Yishak is a junior 
and this is his 2nd Samohi Theatre production. He has 
participated in DTASC twice. Outside of theatre, Yishak 
enjoys playing basketball.

Kaine Zeoli  (Loudspeaker) Kaine is a senior and this 
is his 3rd Samohi Theatre production. During middle 
school, he was in Lincoln’s Mamma Mia. Other Samohi 
activities Kaine is involved with include, running cross 
country and track, singing with the Madrigal Ensemble, 
and Mock Trial. 
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Gabriel Aguiar (Crew Boss) Gabriel was on stage last 
fall in Clue, did sound for The Addam’s Family, and flew 
in set pieces for Legally Blonde. Gabriel, a senior, really 
enjoys martial arts and working out. He aims to one day 
help people in their fitness journey as a career as well 
as continuing wrestling in college. 

Charlotte Barrett (Props) Charlotte is a junior, this 
is her first Samohi Theatre production, although she 
participated in shows at Lincoln. She enjoys listening 
to music, singing, and writes her own songs. She is very 
excited to be a part of this production and hopefully to 
work on future productions as well.

Kai Bennett (Costumes) Kai is a sophomore, and this 
is his first Samohi production. In middle school he was 
an extra and worked behind the scenes in Lion King at 
Lincoln. Kai enjoys being active and making things from 
scratch. He enjoys trying new things and is always up 
to help others. 

Dylan Bieber (Film/Video Production) - Dylan, a senior, 
is a professional videographer/editor known mostly for 
his music video work. He is excited to be helping the 
theatre department by filming and editing videos for 
this production.

Leah Boumel (Crew) Leah is a sophomore, and although 
this is her 3rd Samohi Theatre production, it is her first 
time doing tech. While at Lincoln Middle School, Leah 
performed in both Mamma Mia and Lion King. Outside 
of theatre, she also enjoys choir, guitar, journalism, 
pottery, and fashion. 

Riley Callahan (Lights) This is Riley’s 4th Samohi 
Theatre production, after working on all three shows 
last year. Riley, a junior, also did tech/crew in middle 
school. When not involved with theatre, Riley enjoys rock 
climbing and mountain biking.

Isabella Del Castillo (Crew) Isabella is a junior, and this 
is her first Samohi Theatre production. Isabella enjoys 
watching Criminal Minds and NCIS, swimming, and 
collecting AriZona Tea cans and vintage Hawaiian shirts. 
Isabella aspires to help children get better by being a 
pediatric surgeon. 

Mirracle Gans (costumes) Mirracle is a sophomore, 
and this is her first Samohi Theatre production. Outside 
of theatre, she likes the anticipation of waiting for 
movies to be released, and then watching them in 
theaters, along with listening to music.

Sam Kaplan (Stage Left Manager) Sam is a sophomore, 
and this is her 2nd Samohi Theatre production. When 
she was 4 she played a who girl in How the Grinch 
Stole Christmas and was one of the main characters 
for Hamlet in middle school. Sam enjoys acting and 
fashion. Sam enjoyed stage left managing  Legally 
Blonde and getting to know every cast member. 

Ellanora LoGreco (Costume Manager) Ellanora, a 
senior, has worked on Costumes for several Samohi 
Productions, including Legally Blonde, Clue, The 
Addams Family, You Can’t Take it with You, She Kills 
Monsters and Les Misérables. When not doing theatre, 
she enjoys reading, history and sewing. She’s planning 
to pursue costuming after high school.

Deegan Mathews (Crew) Deegan is a sophomore, and 
this is his 2nd Samohi Theatre production. He was in 
Mama Mia and Lion King while at Lincoln and in Legally 
Blonde last year. Deegan enjoys video gaming and art. 
He and his twin sister played extras on an episode of 
Oxygen Channel’s Killer Siblings in 2020.

Hadley Matthews (Make-up) Hadley is a sophomore 
and this is her 2nd Samohi Theatre production as a 
make-up artist. She is also a member of the Samohi 
Cross Country team. Outside of school, she likes to paint 
and read.

Declan Ney (Lighting) Declan is a junior and this is 
his first time working on tech for Samohi Theatre. He 
is a big LA sports fan and he loves spending time with 
his friends. He has also been a sports broadcaster 
for several years, a passion he will continue after he 
graduates in 2024. 

Rachel Orsolini (Lighting) Rachel is a freshman and this 
is her first Samohi Theater production. She was a stage 
manager for Lion King and Alladin at Lincoln. Rachel 
enjoys hanging out with friends, listening to music, and 
learning about and making films. She hopes to pursue 
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Conner Perry (Props): Conner is a freshman. He loves 
theater and has participated in many different theater 
productions over the years. Some of his favorite theater 
memories include playing Linus Van Pelt in You’re a Good 
Man Charlie Brown at Viewpoint School, and Boddy in 
Clue, the Musical! Conner is also a plane and train geek 
and loves to travel.

Nori Quist (Assistant Stage Manager) Nori is a senior 
and this is her 4th Samohi Theatre production. Outside 
of theatre, Nori also enjoys journalism. One of her most 
memorable theatre experiences was moving Elle’s dorm 
room in Legally Blonde. She has 200,000 hours in The 
Sims 4.

Sophia Silva (Make-up) Sophia is a sophomore, this is 
her first time being in any production. Outside of theater, 
she likes researching special effects and the makeup that 
goes into horror films.  

Wynter Sirof (Costumes) Wynter is a senior and this is 
her first Samohi Theater production. In middle school, she 
performed in Mamma Mia with the LMS theatre. Wynter 
loves to draw, paint, and do improv. Her favorite theatre 
experience was dancing as an old lady in Mamma Mia. 
She hopes to become an art teacher.

Ava Smith (Props Master) Ava is a senior and this is her 
3rd Samohi Theatre production. In middle school, she 
worked on Anything Goes and Wonka with the JAMS/
SMASH Theatre Company. Ava has an affinity for drawing 
and painting. Her favorite theatre experience is opening 
night as it is always memorable no matter how it goes.

Zachary Swerdlow (Microphones) Zachary is a junior, and 
this is their 4th Samohi Theatre production. In middle 
school, they did tech for Theatre 31 and the JAMS/
SMASH Theatre Company. Zachary also flies planes. Their 
favorite theatre memory is being under pressure at the 
end of Clue tech rehearsals and then everyone suddenly 
dancing on the stage.

Justin Xu (Projections) Justin is a junior, and this is his 
3rd Samohi Theatre production. At Lincoln, he performed 
as ensemble and a musician in Lion King. He is Bass 
Section Leader of Samohi Madrigals Ensemble and 
enjoys coding, making music, reading and playing piano. 

His favorite theatre memory is being part of the amazingly 
successful and uplifting production of Legally Blonde.

Sierra Yee (Stage Manager) This is Sierra’s 7th Samohi 
Theatre Production. When she is not doing theatre, Sierra, 
a senior, enjoys baking, buying books, and hanging out 
with friends. Her favorite theatre memory is any and every 
opening night. Sierra speaks Spanish and French and is 
learning Chinese.
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Kate Barraza, Director – This is Kate’s 12th year 
as the Samohi Theatre Director and her 19th year 
teaching acting and directing high school productions. 
She received her bachelor’s degree from the Evergreen 
State College, a Master of Education from Portland 
State University, and a Teaching Artist Certificate 
from New York University. During her career, Kate 
has directed student devised productions, musicals, 
comedies and dramas as well as writing and directing 
her own work. 

Joan Krenik, Producer, Set Design/Decoration, 
Props – Joan is an active parent volunteer and loves 
supporting SMMUSD and Samohi. This is her 14th 
Samohi Theatre production, and 12th as Producer. 
Over her years in theatre, she has designed costumes, 
props and sets and enjoys having this creative outlet. 
She is a strong supporter of the arts in our schools 
and loves theatre. 

Gabrielle Cohen, Co-Producer, Makeup Design – 
Gabrielle has been a professional makeup artist in 
the entertainment industry for over 25 years. Most 
of her work has been in television, but she has also 
worked in other mediums. This is her fifth year and 9th 
show with Samohi Theatre, and she has really enjoyed 
teaching students and getting to work with them. 

Erin Neumeyer, Co-Producer, Marketing, Photography 
– Erin is a filmmaker, actress, photographer and she 
hosts a podcast about the entertainment industry 
called “Breaking Big with Erin Neumeyer”.  This is her 
2nd year and 4th show with the Samohi Theatre team. 
She loves collaborating with the kids on the social 
media promotions and watching their amazing work 
come to life on stage.

Shannon Kennedy, Costume Design – Shannon has 
been a multidisciplinary artist for over twenty years. 
She is a designer, builder and teacher of costuming, 
scenery and puppetry for both theatre and film. 
Shannon also works commercially in film and has 
worked on sets for 

the Grammy Awards, Golden Globes, music videos and 
more. Shannon has designed costumes for 24 Samohi 
Theatre productions. 

Hayden Kirschbaum, Lighting Design - Hayden is 
a lighting designer and programmer based in Los 
Angeles. His most recent work was on the world 
premiere of Babe with the Echo Theater Company. 
He also designed the Hollywood Fringe shows Cock, 
The Ramon Show, and Tree, among others at the 
Davidson/Valentini Theater and Trouble The Water at 
Will Geer’s Theatricum Botanicum. He hopes you enjoy 
the show!

Mark Engfer, Set Build Lead - Since 2009, Mark 
has enjoyed creating backdrops, sets, props and 
special effects for his daughters’ school musicals 
and haunted houses.  This is Mark’s 23rdproduction 
for local schools including Franklin, Lincoln, JAMS 
and Samohi.  An IT Manager by trade, Mark loves the 
challenge of creating something memorable that can 
enhance a show and be enjoyed by others.

PRODUCTION TEAM
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AMBASSADOR  $10,000+ 
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SUPER STAR 
$500-$999

THE RAPHLING FAMILY

ANGEL
$250-$499

THE AUGER FAMILY 
THE GROSSMAN FAMILY
THE JURENKA FAMILY
THE KRENIK FAMILY

BENEFACTOR
$100-$249

THE ARON FAMILY
THE CRANDALL FAMILY

THE COHEN-DAVIDSON FAMILY
THE KLEIN-MEYER FAMILY

THE MULLANE FAMILY
THE NEUMEYER FAMILY
THE ORSOLINI FAMILY

THE SMITH FAMILY

PATRON
$50-$99

THE BURDICK FAMILY
THE CALLAHAN FAMILY

THE HAENDEL-KORNELL FAMILY
THE LOGRECO FAMILY

THE PRESS FAMILY

SUPPORTER
UP TO $49

THE BARRETT FAMILY

OUR DONORS

SMAPA-Theatre is a 501c3 organization.  
Tax-deductible contributions can be made at 






